Product Restorations

PORCELAIN TO METAL

- Full Coverage Posterior
- Full Coverage Anterior
- Porcelain to High Noble
- Porcelain to Semi-Precious
- Porcelain to Non Precious
- Metal Occlusal
- Implant Crown (High Noble Alloy)
- Maryland Bridge

ALL CERAMICS

- Porcelain Laminate Veneers
- Empress Laminate Veneers
- Feldspathic Laminate Veneers
- Zirconia
- Zirconia Custom Abutment
- Lava
- Empress Esthetics
- Empress Emax
- Belle Glass Inlay/Onlay
- Empress Inlay/Onlay
- Maryland Bridge – Zirconia only

ALL METAL RESTORATIONS

- Full Cast Crown
- Full Cast Inlay/Onlay

OUT SOURCE LABORATORIES

- Zirconia copings
- Wax copings

IMPLANTS

- Titanium Custom Abutments
- Goldhue Custom Abutments
- Zirconia Custom Abutments
  (click here to read implant specifications)

PRECISION ATTACHMENTS

- Keyway
- Tubelock
- ERA Over-lock / RV / Micro

MISCELLANEOUS

- Rest Seat
- Diagnostic wax up
- Custom Shading (In Lab)
- Temporaries
- Reduction Copings
- Post/Core Direct, Separate, Cosmo
PRICE LIST/SERVICES
CALL FOR PRICING 800.624.9412

PORCELAIN FUSED TO METAL (7) DAYS

- Non-precious (w)
- Metal Occ.
- Noble (w)
- Metal Occ.
- High-noble (w)
- Metal Occ.
- High-noble (y)
- Metal Occ.
- Bio 2000 (y)

FULL CAST CROWN (5) DAYS

- Noble (w)
- High-noble (y)
- Special Inlay (y) 75%

ALL PORCELAIN (7) DAYS

- Zirconia
- Lava/Katana
- Empress Esthetic
- e.max
- Feldspathic Laminate
- Empress Laminate
- Empress Inlay/Onlay
- BelleGlass Inlay/Onlay
- Empress Laminate

IMPLANT SERVICES

- Zirconia Atlantis
  Custom Abutment
- Titanium Atlantis
  Custom Abutment
- Goldhue Titanium
  Atlantis Custom Abut.
- Model Work
- Labor charge
- Labor on NON Atlantis Implants only

ADDITIONAL SERVICES

- Porcelain Margin
- Porcelain Margin 360
- Crown to Partial
- Temporaries
- Wire Reinforcement
- Diagnostic Wax-up
- Custom Shading
- Reduction Coping
- Post/Core Direct
- Post/Core Separate

**Combination cases take longer. Please call the lab for an estimated ship date.**

**All bridges 6 units add $7 per unit**